Get Up and Go Vocabulary Test

Directions: Fill in the letter of the definition that fits each vocabulary word.

1. _____ always                A. to hold close; cuddle
2. _____ homework              B. every time
3. _____ minutes               C. food or drink given or paid for by another
4. _____ snuggle               D. sets of sixty seconds
5. _____ treat                 E. schoolwork is done at home

Directions: Circle the word and write it on the line.

6. Sammie told the girl she is _____________________ so slow.
   A. minutes   B. always   C. treat

7. She wanted 5 _____________________ more.
   A. always   B. homework   C. minutes

8. She wanted to _____________________ with Teddy.
   A. snuggle   B. treat   C. homework

9. It took 2 minutes to give Sammie a___________________.
   A. minutes   B. treat   C. always

10. Make sure you don’t leave your _____________________ behind.
    A. homework   B. minutes   C. snuggle